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INTRODUCTION
Rural grocery stores are anchor businesses in communities of 2,500 or fewer residents that
provide a full range of fresh, frozen, and shelf-stable foods. When rural grocery stores
go out of business, they are generally difficult to reopen, impacting the well-being of the
surrounding community.
While working with communities across Greater Minnesota, the University of Minnesota (UMN)
Extension Regional Sustainable Development Partnerships (RSDP) observed that the needs of
rural grocery stores were not adequately identified and supported. To gain a deeper
understanding about this sector, RSDP worked with the UMN Center for Survey Research to
conduct a statewide survey of rural grocers between May and October 2019. This survey builds
on a 2015 Rural Grocery Survey also administered by RSDP, and it was designed to better
understand rural grocers’ business conditions and gather information on store characteristics,
competition, locally grown food, business motivations, collaborative relationships,
and infrastructure.
The survey was mailed to 250 identified grocery stores in communities with 2,500 or fewer
residents. Of that, 15 were determined to be ineligible due to closure or discontinuation of
grocery service. Of the 235 eligible grocery stores, completed surveys were received from 129
for a response rate of 55%. The data collected is assembled into four key themes that emerged
from the survey: 1) Stores as businesses and community anchors, 2) Competition for food
dollars, 3) Grocering local food, and 4) Stores as food system innovators.

It should be noted that this survey was conducted
prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. The impacts of
the pandemic on the rural grocery sector are, at
the time of publishing, anecdotal.
Support for the study was provided in part
from the Minnesota Department of Agriculture, a
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA)
Agriculture and Food Research Initiative (AFRI) grant
(#2017-68006-26345), and the North Central
Regional Center for Rural Development.
This map of Minnesota shows the geographic
distribution of rural grocery stores who participated in
the survey, based upon zip code locations. This survey
report keeps the identity of respondents confidential
by reporting responses only in grouped form.
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BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
WHAT IS THE TYPE OF OWNERSHIP FOR THIS GROCERY STORE?
(n=129)

NEARLY ALL SURVEY
RESPONDENTS (91%)
INDICATED THEIR
STORE IS A PRIVATELY
OWNED SMALL
BUSINESS

Privately owned small business (118)
Corporate franchise (5)
Cooperatively owned business (3)
Other (2)
Community owned (1)

KEY BUSINESS CHARACTERISTICS

THE NUMBER OF SURVEYED STORES
THAT SELL TO:

While more than half (62%) of survey
respondents feel that their business is
thriving, an overwhelming majority (88%)
are also concerned about their store’s
economic sustainability.

(n=129)
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A majority of rural grocery stores
reported annual revenue that was about
the same (32%) or lower (38%) than
previous years.

FOOD SHELF

ó4

The majority of rural grocery stores make
an average (45%) or lower than average
(32%) net profit of 1.1% after taxes. Note:
the industry average is 1% net profit
after taxes.*

RESTAURANTS

óð 12ô

From the 76 unique wholesale
distributors used by rural grocers, the
most commonly reported include Mason
Brothers, Supervalu/UNFI, Russ Davis,
Henry's Food's, and Spartan Nash.

LOCAL
BUSINESSES

INDIVIDUALS
+ FAMILIES

*Source: Food Marketing Institute - see more information at
https://www.fmi.org/our-research/supermarket-facts
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INFRASTRUCTURE

BUILDING

HOW OLD IS THE BUILDING WHERE YOUR
GROCERY STORE IS LOCATED?

Rural grocery stores reported a median sales floor
size of 6,000 sq. ft. Sixty-eight percent of the
stores surveyed have a sales floor between about
1,500 sq. ft and 14,000 sq. ft. Rural grocery stores
on average have two cash registers, six aisles, and
operate with a sales floor that ranges in size from
400 square feet (sq. ft) to 31,000 sq. ft.

(n=123)

AGE

FREQUENCY

PERCENT

0 - 15 YEARS OLD

14

11%

16 - 50 YEARS OLD

56

46%

51 - 100 YEARS OLD

40

33%

> 100 YEARS OLD

13

11%

High operating costs are a major challenge for 56% of rural grocers, and a minor challenge for
33%. To address this challenge, 44% of rural grocers reported participating in an energy audit to
address energy efficiency at their store. High energy
and maintenance costs are likely associated with aging
WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS OR
infrastructure. The buildings that house rural grocery
SERVICES DOES YOUR STORE PROVIDE?
stores range in age from one to 150 years old, with
(n=129)
an average age of 54 years. The average age of a
Yes
No
rural grocery store walk in cooler is 29 years old,
100%
suggesting coolers in many rural grocery stores
are not equipped with energy efficiency,
80%
LED lighting, and technology of more
recent models.
60%

SERVICES
In addition to selling food, rural grocery
stores provide various non-grocery
goods and services for the community.
The most common services are offering
cards and gifts, postage services,
delis, and ATM/banks.

40%

20%

FOOD PROCESSING EQUIPMENT USED IN MN RURAL GROCERY STORES

MEAT
CUTTING
(n=128)

MEAT
GRINDING
(n=128)

DELI

FOOD
REPACKING

FLASH
FREEZING

(n=121)

(n=128)

(n=125)

SLICING

5

Pharmacy

Fuel
Cafe / Restaurant

Locally made crafts

Alcoholic beverages

Catering

Hardware

Lottery Ttckets

Hunt / Fish Supplies

ATM or Bank

Postage / Services
Delicatessen

Groceries

Rural grocery stores also report operating
equipment in their store that allows them
to offer specialized products, such as
fresh cut deli meat and ground meats.

Cards / Gifts / Books

0%
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MEETING COMMUNITY NEEDS
96% OF RURAL GROCERS
AGREE OR SOMEWHAT
AGREE THAT, AS A SMALL
BUSINESS, THEY HAVE A
RESPONSIBILITY TO THE
WIDER COMMUNITY

Members of rural Minnesota communities
who face economic hardships are able to
access food due to rural grocer participation
in state and national food access programs.
Ninety-six percent of rural grocers agree or
somewhat agree that, as a small business,
they have a responsibility to the wider
community.

A majority (88%) of rural grocery stores accept Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
(SNAP)/Electronic Benefits Transfer (EBT) and 74% participate in the Women, Infants, and Children
(WIC) program.
More than a quarter (28%) of rural grocers reported they serve their community by specializing in
specific ethnic or cultural offerings. Most of those grocers reported offerings were Mexican (41%),
Asian (23%), and Scandinavian (12%).

TRANSITION
KEY FINDINGS

FOR HOW MANY MORE YEARS DO YOU
PLAN TO OWN THIS GROCERY STORE?

Similar to results from a 2015 Rural
Grocery Survey, more than half (66%,
n=92) of 2019 survey respondents
reported they intend to own their store
for 10 more years or less.

(n=92)

0 to 5 Years
6 to 10 Years
11 to 15 Years

49% of rural grocery stores are concerned
that their store will go out of business in
the next 5 years.

> 15 Years
0%

10%

20%

"Competition is fierce
(current/future customers aren't
as loyal, customers make weekly
trips to Costco/WalMart, two
Dollar Stores in this town and a
third coming 12 miles north in
lake country so we'll lose a lot
of lake customers). With this
competition, we don't have
plans to allow our children
(the grandchildren of owners)
to take over ownership."

30%

40%

"We have our
business listed for
sale but have not
had anybody
looking at it."

81% of all stores do not have any
transition plans for the future leadership
of their grocery store.
80% of all stores do not have any
transition plans for the future ownership
of their grocery store.
45% reported their store is a familyowned business, but they do not plan to
pass it down to the next generation.
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WORKFORCE
Rural grocery store provide employment opportunities for community members. A typical rural
grocery store provides full-time employment for three adults and part-time employment for five
adults.
In addition to employing adults, many rural grocery stores offer employment opportunities for
high school students, hiring two students on average. Further, 76% of stores reported high school
students as an important labor source for their workforce.
Availability of quality labor is a challenge for rural grocery stores: 45% reported labor quality as a
major challenge and 38% reported it as a minor challenge.

NUMBER OF PEOPLE PAID TO WORK IN THE TYPICAL
RURAL GROCERY STORE
(n=124)

2

"As with most small town
stores, we only get about 40%
of the available business. If I
were king, we [grocers] would
all pay the same [wholesale]
price for goods. Payroll is
another major problem.
Attracting quality people at
grocery store rates
is impossible."

HIGH
SCHOOL
STUDENTS

3

FULL-TIME
ADULTS

5

PART-TIME
ADULTS
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OWNERS/MANAGERS
FOR WHICH PURPOSES DO YOU
COLLABORATE WITH OTHER SMALL
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED STORES?
(n=125)

100%

75%

"This business used to
be a great way of life.
With Walmart, Dollar
General, Amazon, tax,
land, and labor issues,
it is no longer a great
way of life."

No

50%

Yes

25%
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"[An alliance of
small town stores]
might have a bigger
voice in helping achieve
equity in purchase
prices compared to what
corporate stores pay
for merchandise."

"I have the store for
sale and it's going to
be a tough sell. Have
to work too many
hours for the money
you make."

M

Own/manage
just one store

17

44%

(n=126)

(n=123)

Average
number of
years worked
at the store

Are MN Grocers
Assocation
Members

33%

1964

(n=125)

(n=123)

Identify as
female

Average birth
year

63%

76%
(n=114)

(n=125)

Collaborate with
other small
independently
owned stores

94%

Feel a statewide
alliance of small,
independently
owned stores may
have value

(n=124)

Would like to spend more time with
family and friends, but often have
to put the business first

While the overall ownership
of stores is 33% womenowned, among grocers aged
under age 50, the percent of
female ownership rises to
46%, showing a transition to
more woman-owned grocery
stores in younger generations.

*83% of survey respondents were owners, 15% senior managers, 2% other
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RURAL GROCER ATTITUDE FINDINGS
These findings are based on grocer responses to 13
different five-point Likert scale questions.
Community Responsibility:
On average, rural grocers view their
business as important to both their
community and themselves. Although
grocers want to spend more time with
their family and friends, they often feel
obligated to make a personal sacrifice
by putting their business first. While
providing job opportunities in their
community gives them personal
satisfaction, they appear to experience
considerable emotional burden and
stress to maintain the economic
sustainability of their business.

FACTORS EXPLAINING RESPONDENTS'
ATTITUDE TOWARD THEIR BUSINESS
(n=128)

4

3.5

3

2.5

2

1.5

Monetary/Non-Monetary Goals:
On average, rural grocers clearly
perceive non-monetary benefits of their
business as desirable outcomes.
Monetary goals received a neutral rating
on average by grocers. Further analysis
reveals that although respondents
measure their success using both “nonmonetary” and “monetary” goals, “nonmonetary” goals are perceived as being
more important. Rather than solely
pursuing monetary goals, grocers value
a flexible lifestyle, personal satisfaction,
and occupational pride in store
ownership and management.
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Entrepreneurial Optimism:
On average, rural grocers show a
positive but low level of entrepreneurial
optimism (e.g., I am as ambitious now
as when I first started the business).

Com
resp munity
onsi
bility

1

Mean agreement rating on a 4point scale (1 = Strongly Disagree,
4 = Strongly Agree)
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COMPETITION
HOW MUCH OF A CURRENT CHALLENGE IS COMPETITION
FROM EACH OF THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF BUSINESSES?
(n=128)

Not a challenge
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Nearly all rural grocery stores
reported facing competition for
consumer food purchases. The
most common types of retail
competition include supercenters,
other grocery stores, drug stores,
dollar stores, and convenience
stores. When asked about current
challenges due to competition, 87
rural grocers (68%) reported
competition with large chain stores
as the top major challenge.
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DOLLAR STORE COMPETITION
New to this 2019 survey is an inquiry about the
proliferation of dollar stores throughout Greater
Minnesota. National dollar store chains can
potentially compete with rural grocery stores as
they sell shelf stable food in addition to a variety
of inexpensive items.

HAS A DOLLAR STORE MOVED INTO
YOUR COMMUNITY WITHIN THE PAST
FIVE YEARS?
(n=128)

No (46%)

Yes (54%)

KEY FINDINGS
More than half of grocers (54%) had a dollar
store move into their community in the past
five years.
11% of rural grocery stores report a dollar
store is actively being planned to move into
their community.
When asked to choose among a list of
challenges, after operating costs,
competition with dollar stores was most
frequently reported as the top challenge.

80% OF RURAL GROCERS
REPORTED A DOLLAR STORE
LOCATED WITHIN 15 MILES
OF THEIR STORE.

DEEPER DIVE: UNDERSTANDING DOLLAR STORES IN RURAL COMMUNITIES TODAY
Communities are making news as they prevent the opening of dollar stores in their area (Aubrey 2019;
Meyersohn 2019). Opposition to the entry of dollar stores into an already stressed market includes concerns
about access to healthy foods, unfair competition for small food retailers, and the potential for dollar stores to
represent community decline.
While rural grocer survey respondents shared they were concerned about a significant loss in profit when dollar
stores move into the community, the most common wider community response to the presence of a dollar store
is concern over the lack of healthy and fresh foods. As perceived lower prices draw consumers in, adverse health
impacts rise (Shannon 2020). One study found that high-calorie foods and sugary beverages make up most
food-based dollar store purchases (Caspi et al. 2017). The Dollar General Corporation has begun to add a line of
refrigerated and frozen foods in response to public outcries regarding healthy food options (Cain 2020).
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The 2015 merger of Dollar Tree and Family Dollar
has effectively put the combined corporation on an
even playing field with Dollar General (Dealbook
2015; Dollar Tress 2015; Springer 2017). An
economic analysis indicates that the corporations
hold a large enough percentage of the market to
create uneven competition for stores selling similar
products (Hensman 2015). Dollar General locates
primarily in rural areas (Nassauer 2019), enjoying
little regional competition from other dollar store
chains. Responses to the 2019 Rural Grocer survey
note that sales have declined for specific product
categories. News articles across the country report a
similar trend because of the impact of dollar stores.

Most of the consumer respondents stated the
location of the store as the main reason for
shopping there (Caspi et al. 2017).

The location strategy for Dollar General and Family
Dollar is to open in low-income areas (Nassauer
2019; Shannon 2020). Critics of dollar stores
understand this expansion strategy as predatory,
instead of helpful. In the 2019 Rural Grocery Store
Survey, 54% of the respondents report having a
dollar store open in their community over the past
five years. A study of consumers at dollar stores and
other similar variety stores support the perspective
that dollar store location strategies are predatory.

Dollar store corporations entering low-income
communities promise job creation and tax benefits
that a new business can generate (Meyersohn
2019). A community that has lost a grocery store or
other retailers may welcome a dollar store for
these reasons, but the strain experienced by open
retail stores upon the entry of a dollar store may
render the potential jobs and tax revenue nonexistent. Dollar stores may contribute to the
economic and health precarity of the community
(Shannon 2020).

While the corporate location strategy may be
positioning itself to extract resources from
struggling communities, consumers tend to
welcome opportunities to save money on food and
household products (Shannon 2020). As many rural
areas continue to experience an economic decline,
more households are under financial strain. The
Dollar General corporation promotes itself as a
boon to consumers with shrinking resources
(Meyersohn 2019).
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PROXIMITY OF DOLLAR STORES TO RURAL GROCERY STORES
Using geographic
information system (GIS)
mapping, the map of
Minnesota shows a dollar
store concentration index
by dollar store density in
zip codes where rural
grocery stores (shown by
green dots) reported at
least one dollar store
within 15 miles.

Number of
dollar stores
within 15 miles
of a rural
grocery store
No Data
1
2
3 to 4
5 to 6
SOURCE: UMN Extension Regional Sustainable Development Partnerships

RURAL GROCER EXPERIENCES WITH DOLLAR STORE COMPETITION
Rural grocers were asked to describe the impact of competition from dollar stores on their grocery
store. The responses rural grocers shared described challenges, losses in profits, and frustration.
Comments about positive or neutral impacts were a minority of overall responses.
WHEN ASKED “HOW HAVE DOLLAR STORES IMPACTED YOUR GROCERY
SALES?” RURAL GROCERS RESPONDED:

“I lost over 30%
the day [the dollar
store] opened and
it has continued to
take more and
more business”

“For us selling local
and organic,
not much”

"Loss in
sales and
customer count."
“Down about
$2,000/week”

“Some located 10 miles
away. Any closer I'd
close my doors.”
13

“(1) Limited our
growth
(2) Minimal negative
impact on sales
(3) Positive - keeps
Walmart shoppers
in town”
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DOLLAR STORE IMPACT ON GROCERY STORES' FINANCIAL OUTLOOK
Rural grocery store owners/managers were not as optimistic about annual revenues in communities
that had a new dollar store open in the past five years compared to those communities that did not.
Those owners/managers were less likely to say their annual revenue of the past year was “about the
same,” and more indicated that their revenues decreased rather than improved. This finding suggests
that the entry of a dollar store in the community disrupted its market economy, introducing
more uncertainty.

Number of Stores

30

OVER THE PAST YEAR,
HOW DID THE ANNUAL
REVENUE FOR YOUR
STORE COMPARE TO
PREVIOUS YEARS?

20

Much higher
Slightly higher
10

About the same
Slightly lower
Much lower

0

Yes

No

HAS A DOLLAR STORE MOVED INTO YOUR
COMMUNITY IN THE PAST FIVE YEARS?

When a dollar store moved into the community in the past five years, rural grocery store owners/
managers are more likely to be “somewhat concerned” (rather than “not at all concerned”) with the
following statement: “Your store is going out of business in the next year.”

Number of Stores

30

HOW CONCERNED ARE
YOU ABOUT THE
FOLLOWING: THAT
YOUR STORE WILL GO
OUT OF BUSINESS IN
THE NEXT YEAR?

20

Very concerned

10

Somewhat concerned
Not very concerned
Not at all concerned

0

Yes

No

HAS A DOLLAR STORE MOVED INTO YOUR
COMMUNITY IN THE PAST FIVE YEARS?
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GROCERING LOCAL FOOD

LOCAL FOOD PROCUREMENT

DO YOU PURCHASE PRODUCTS GROWN OR RAISED
IN MINNESOTA TO SELL TO YOUR CUSTOMERS?

Rural grocers in Minnesota access locally grown
and processed foods in a variety of ways,
including orders through grocery wholesalers
and direct purchases from farmers. Forty-nine
percent purchase local food both directly from
farmers and from wholesalers. Forty-one
percent of rural grocers want increased access
to local foods.

(n=127)

Yes, Both (49%)
Yes, from Distributor (27%)
Yes, from Farmers (10%)
No (13%)
Other (1%)

HOW CONFIDENT ARE YOU IN PURCHASING
THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS IN
ACCORDANCE WITH STATE REGULATIONS?

CONFIDENCE IN SELLING LOCAL FOOD
Minnesota produces a wide range of local foods
and other local products. Responses from rural
grocers show varying levels of confidence in
selling different local products. Rural grocers
feel most confident selling local honey and least
confident selling locally raised meat and local
nuts.
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Grocers have varying access to local products.
Thirteen percent of rural grocers reported
access to all of the products listed in the chart
to the left, 74% said they can access some of
them and 14% said they do not have access to
any local food products.
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When asked about what types of locally
produced products grocers would like to buy
more of, most common responses included
jams/jellies (18%), fruits (12%), vegetables (11%),
syrups (11%), meats (10%), eggs (8%), and
honey (8%).
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WILLINGNESS TO BUY LOCAL FOODS
31% of rural grocers are able to identify the locally grown and produced/processed foods that are
available through their wholesale ordering systems.
56% of stores might be willing and 13% are willing to pay more for locally grown and
produced/processed foods from their grocery wholesaler.
85% of rural grocers said that they would
potentially (44%) or certainly (41%) order
locally produced foods if their grocery
wholesaler highlighted those items as local
in their catalogs.

41% OF
RURAL
GROCERS
WOULD LIKE
MORE ACCESS
TO LOCAL
FOODS

WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO PAY MORE FOR
LOCALLY GROWN AND PRODUCED/PROCESSED
FOODS FROM YOUR GROCERY WHOLESALER?
(n=123)

Yes (13%)
Maybe (56%)
No (31%)

WOULD YOUR CUSTOMERS BE WILLING TO PAY
MORE FOR LOCALLY GROWN AND PRODUCED/
PROCESSED FOOD ITEMS?
(n=127)

Yes (11%)
Maybe (54%)
No (35%)
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WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING DO YOU BUY DIRECTLY FROM FARMERS?
(n=122)

Fresh Vegetables (86)
Honey (67)
Fresh Fruit (43)
Shell Eggs (39)
Syrup (35)
Meat (14)
Processed Goods (14)
Grains (6)
Nuts (3)
0

0

2
5

5
0

25

50

7
5

75

10
0

100

Number of stores

MINNESOTA GROWN BRANDING
Out of all the grocers who reported buying local food, 56%
reported using the Minnesota Grown logo to promote
locally grown products in their store.
As part of an outreach component included with the mailed
survey, a separate yellow card was enclosed that allowed
grocers to check off ways they could engage with the
research team. Fifty-three rural grocers were interested in
receiving Minnesota Grown branding for their store.
Grocers who said “yes” to the question about receiving
Minnesota Grown branding materials were directed to fill
out an attached comment card so that researchers knew to
reach out to them. This data was shared with the Minnesota
Grown team, so they can connect directly with
interested stores.
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PRODUCE
KEY FINDINGS

97% of rural grocery stores sell fresh produce
in their store.

WHAT PERCENTAGE OF YOUR SALES ARE
FRESH PRODUCE?
(n=123)

60

Open case coolers are used to display
produce by 86% of rural grocery stores.

40
Number of stores

Zero to 10% of produce is discarded weekly
for 75% of rural grocery stores.
Of unsold produce that is discarded, stores
reported throwing out (95%), gifting to local
farmers to feed to animals/compost (50%),
and discounting (38%).
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OVERALL, DO YOU MAKE MONEY, BREAK
EVEN, OR LOSE MONEY ON FRESH PRODUCE?
(n=123)

Make money (63%)
Break even (28%)
Lose money (6%)
Don't know (2%)
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HOW IS REFRIGERATED RETAIL PRODUCE
DISPLAYED IN YOUR STORE?
Yes
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LOCAL PRODUCE
PRODUCE FARMER - GROCER RELATIONSHIPS
Rural grocers and farmers live and work in close proximity to each other, yet there are still barriers
to selling local products in rural stores. Rural grocers reported that major barriers for selling fresh
produce include finding a sufficient supply of local produce to sell in store (28%), maintaining the
shelf life of local produce (23%), and understanding the rules and regulations for selling local
produce (22%). When grocers were asked to choose the greatest barrier to selling locally grown fresh
produce, the most reported barrier was understanding the rules and regulations for selling
local produce.
HAVE YOU TURNED AWAY ANY FARMER
SELLING LOCALLY GROWN AND/OR PROCESSED
FOODS BECAUSE YOU WERE UNCERTAIN ABOUT
THE REGULATIONS FOR PURCHASING FOOD
DIRECTLY FROM FARMERS?

NEARLY ONE IN
THREE RURAL
GROCERS REPORTED
TURNING FARMERS
AWAY BECAUSE THEY
WERE UNCERTAIN
ABOUT REGULATIONS
FOR PURCHASING
FOOD DIRECTLY
FROM FARMERS.

(n=127)

Yes (29%)
No, I already
purchase from local
farmers (45%)
No, I have not been
approached by local
farmers (22%)

"I would like to be
able to sell locally
raised food and we
have access to such
but regulations
make that difficult
for us to do"

Other (4%)

RURAL GROCERY STORE BARRIERS TO SELLING LOCALLY GROWN
FRESH PRODUCE PURCHASED DIRECTLY FROM FARMERS
(n=112)

Major barrier

Minor barrier

Not a barrier

Sufficient supply of local produce to sell
Maintaining shelf-life of local produce
Understanding rules and regulations
Seasonality of local produce
Connecting with local growers
Reliable delivery of produce when ripe
Produce arriving ready for sale
Weather and other factors affecting local food
Negotiating a purchase price
Negotiating produce amount and delivery
Low customer interest
Reducing amount purchased from wholesalers
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BACKHAULING

FARM TO GROCERY TO WHOLESALE (F2G2W) MODEL
The Farm to Rural Grocery to Wholesale (F2G2W) model leverages the existing network of rural grocery stores
and their wholesale suppliers to "backhaul” locally grown and produced farm products on emptied wholesale
trucks for redistribution through wholesale markets. Backhaul, in this context, is the practice of using the
return trip of a delivery truck (which would otherwise be empty) to carry goods back to the wholesale
distribution center.
From June 2017 to April 2019, a diverse project team that included rural grocers, producers, wholesalers,
regulators, and University of Minnesota research and Extension, developed and piloted the feasibility of this
F2G2W model. This research was made possible through the support of a USDA Agriculture and Food Research
Initiative (AFRI) National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA) grant. The supply chain for the F2G2W backhaul
model is depicted below.

Farmer delivers to local
rural grocery store

EMPTY wholesale truck
picks up garlic at rural
grocery store

FULL truck delivers groceries from
warehouse to rural grocery store

STORES AS FOOD SYSTEM INNOVATORS
A crucial component of the model is partnership with rural
grocery stores across the state. The F2G2W project team
included specific questions on cross-docking in the 2019
rural grocery survey to gauge the interest of rural grocers in
participating as a cross-dock location.
Twenty six percent of rural grocers reported they are willing
to participate in the project. This means they would allow
their wholesaler and local farmer(s) to use the grocery store
loading area as a meeting place to pickup produce and farm
products, to be trucked back to the wholesale supplier for
sale and distribution to other grocery stores.
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Wholesale trucks deliver
garlic and groceries to
hundreds of grocery stores
throughout the region

ARE YOU WILLING TO HAVE YOUR STORE SERVE, FOR
A FEE, AS A "CROSS-DOCK" MEETING POINT BETWEEN
LOCAL FARMERS AND YOUR WHOLESALE SUPPLIER?
(n=122)

Yes (26%)
No (74%)

